Three decompositions of a substochastic transition function are shown to yield substochastic parts. These are the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to a finite measure, the decomposition into completely atomic and continuous parts, and on Rn, a decomposition giving a part with continuous distribution function and a part with discontinuous distribution function.
Introduction. The present paper considers decomposition theorems for substochastic transition functions. Suppose sé is a cr-algebra of subsets of a set Y. By common usage a substochastic transition function p(y, B) means a function from Yy.se into the unit interval satisfying: (i) for fixed B e sé', y->-p(y, B) is ^-measurable,
(ii) for fixed y e Y, p(y, •) is a measure on sé. Now for each y there are several possible decompositions of p(y, ■). If v is a finite measure on sé', then p(y, ■) has a Lebesgue decomposition with respect to v. If sé is countably generated, it makes sense to speak of splitting p(y, •) into completely atomic and continuous parts. Finally, if the underlying space is Euclidean and sé is the collection of Borel sets, it is possible to decompose p(y, •) uniquely into a part having continuous distribution function and a part having discontinuous distribution function, as spelled out in Corollary 4. The point of this paper is to prove that each such decomposition yields substochastic pieces. The combination, in Corollary 9, of these separate decompositions gives a more or less complete breakdown of a substochastic transition function on Euclidean space into four substochastic pieces.
Preliminaries and definitions. We wish to modify slightly the definition of substochastic transition function so as to achieve somewhat greater generality and to avoid pathological cases which we are unable to handle.
To do this let us introduce some terminology for Borel spaces and spaces of measures.
Borel spaces. A set X together with a distinguished a-algebra of subsets sé will be called a Borel space. The sets in sé will be called Borel sets. Often X will be termed the Borel space and sé tacitly understood. For instance, if X is a topological space, sé will always be taken to be the smallest cr-algebra containing the open sets. (X, sé) is said to be countably generated if sé is the smallest o--algebra containing some sequence of Borel sets Bu B2, ■ ■ ■. A function /: X-* Y between two Borel spaces (X, sé) and (Y, 08) is called Borel if/_1(£) 6 sé whenever Be 3 §. Note that composition of Borel maps yields a Borel map.
Spaces of measures. Suppose A' is a countably generated Borel space. Mx(X) will denote the collection of measures p on the Borel sets of X satisfying the requirement ¡u(X)=l. As in [3] give to MX(X) the smallest Borel structure making each of the maps p-^-p(B) Borel for B a Borel set of X. Then MX(X) is a countably generated Borel space.
If the underlying space X is Polish (complete, separable, metric) an alternative description of the Borel sets of My(X) can be given. Let C(X) be the bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on X equipped with the sup norm topology. Then Mx(X) can be viewed as a subset of the dual of C(X) equipped with the weak* topology. In other words, Mx(X) has the weakest topology making each of the maps p^-ifdp continuous for fe C(X). It is known (perhaps not well known) that Mx(X) is a Polish space under the weak* topology. (Imitate the treatment of spaces of probability measures given in Chapter 2 of [6] . Keep in mind that a net pa->-p, weak* iff lim suna px(C)^p(C) for each closed set C and
for each open set V and lima px(X)=p(X).) According to Lemma 2.3 of [7] the Borel structure associated with the weak* topology coincides with the Borel structure for Mx(X) introduced above. Substochastic transition function. Let X be a countably generated Borel space. A Borel map y-*p(y, ■) from a Borel space Y into Mx(X) will be termed a substochastic transition function.
Fell topology. Suppose X is a locally compact Polish space. It will be convenient to define a topology on the collection of closed subsets ^(X) of X. This topology is determined by the basis of open sets U(C:&r)= {Ze<g(X):Zr\C=0,Zr\Vj±0
iiVe^}, where C is compact in Xand Proof. Mimic the proof of the last theorem and apply Theorem 2.12 of [3] .
We now turn to transition functions on Euclidean «-space Rn. Recall that the distribution function F" of finite measure p on the Borel sets of Rn is defined as Fil(z)=Ja((-co, zt]x-• -x(-co, zj), where z = (z,, ■ • ■ ,zn)e Rn. For 1 =/'=« let 7ri:Rn-+R be the projection of a point in Rn onto its z'th coordinate. Given a constant c, ir~xic) will be a hyperplane perpendicular to one of the axes. Next consider the map (p, A)^ (\-d(y, A))"1 dp(y). Sincey-+d(y, A) is a continuous, bounded function, (p, A)->-$ (1-d(y, A) )"1 dp(y) is continuous in p for fixed A. But by Fubini's theorem and the above argument (p, A)->-$ (\-d(y, A))'" dp(y) is Borel in A for fixed p. Hence the map is jointly Borel. Since p(A) = \nfm¡¡ (\-d(y, A))"1 dp(y), the statement of the lemma is rendered obvious. Lemma 7. Suppose X is a topological space with countably generated Borel structure. Let y->-p(y, ■) be a map from a Borel space Y into Mx(X). Then a necessary and sufficient condition for y^-p(y, •) to be substochastic is that y-+p(y, A) be Borel for each closed (resp. open) set A.
Proof.
Clearly it is enough to treat only the case of closed sets. Necessity is immediate. For sufficiency let 3> he the collection of Borel sets B for which y->-p(y, B) is Borel. 3¡ contains X and every closed set. If Bx, B2eS¿ and Bx^B2, then Bx\B2eS¿. If {Bm}%=1 is an increasing sequence of sets from 3¡, then (J™=1 2?m e.@. Hence 3> is a Dynkin system in the terminology of [1] . Since the collection of closed sets is closed under finite intersections, $> contains the smallest c-algebra generated by the closed sets, and thus coincides with the Borel sets. (iii) ps2(y, •) is nonatomic, singular with respect to Lebesgue measure, and either has discontinuous distribution function or is the zero measure.
(iv) pab(y, •) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, this decomposition is unique in the obvious sense.
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